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GERMANY: DOMESTIC STRENGTH SUPPORTS FACTORY ORDERS 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 
German factory orders, mom %, March 2015 

 

Actual:  0.9 

Previous: -0.9 

Consensus: 1.5 

Berenberg: 1.5 

 
German factory orders rebounded modestlyGerman factory orders rebounded modestlyGerman factory orders rebounded modestlyGerman factory orders rebounded modestly in March after two weak months, rising by 0.9% mom and 1.9% yoy. 
Domestic orders jumped by 4.3% and orders from Eurozone member countries by 2.5%. However, despite above-
average bulk orders, the March gain was smaller than consensus and we had expected. A stronger increase was 
thwarted by a sharp drop in orders from the rest of the world by 4.0%. Weak orders in the first quarter of 2015 
warrant a little bit caution for short-term growth outlook of Germany’s manufacturing backbone. In Q1 as a 
whole, orders fell by 1.5%, with domestic orders growing by 1.0% and foreign orders falling by 3.4% according to 
the economy ministry.  
 
In part, the Q1 orders weakness may be a consolidation after strong orders growth in late 2014. Temporary weak-
ness in some export markets, notably the US, but also the UK and China as well as continuing sluggish growth in 
France may also be to blame and explain why gauges of German manufacturing sentiment have gained less than, 
say, consumer confidence in Q1 despite the tailwinds of a weaker euro, cheap oil and buoyant domestic demand. 
The weaker euro has not helped order volumesThe weaker euro has not helped order volumesThe weaker euro has not helped order volumesThe weaker euro has not helped order volumes, highlighting that most German exports are not very price-
sensitive, although the exchange rate is likely to have boosted margins a bit. With confidence indicators pointing 
to strong domestic demand, US growth rebounding and most of the Eurozone accelerating, we expect manufac-
turing growth to continue at solid pace in 2015, however. 
 

German factory orders 

 

% change MAR FEB JAN DEC NOV OCT 

mom, sa 0.9 -0.9 -2.7 3.3 -2.2 2.6 

yoy, wda 1.9 -1.3 -0.3 4.1 -0.4 2.6 

 
Source: Destatis 
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